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Thank you very much for your purchase of our cooker hood.

Before installing/operating the cooker hood, please read this Manual thoroughly.
Keep this manual in a convenient place for future reference.

To the sales shop/installer: 
After installation, please 
give this manual to the 
user without fail.
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 WARNING

 Never attempt to disassemble, 
repair or modify.

 Entrust them to the qualified 
technician, otherwise fire, electric 
shock, or abnormal performance 
may occur.

 Don’t connect to the power  
voltage other than 220V/230V/ 
240V AC.

 Fire or electric shock may result in.

 Electric wiring must be made 
properly by the professional 
installer or personnel. 
Incorrect wiring may be cause of 
electric leakage or fire.

 Safety Precautions

 Be sure to disconnect the power 
plug from the wall outlet, or 
switch off the breaker when 
care and maintenance. Also, 
don’t handle the power plug or 
breaker with wet hand.

 Electric shock or injury may result 
in.

 When dust accumulated on the 
blades of the power plug or on 
their roots, wipe off well. 

 Fire or electric shock may result in.

 Mounting work should be 
done by 2 persons minimum.

 The weight of the cooker hood is 
about 28kg (FR-CL1890V), 31kg 
(FR-CL1890R).

 There is a breaker incorporated 
in the fixed wiring to be provided 
to ensure all-pole disconnection 
from the supply mains.

 Make sure to follow the wiring 
instructions and disconnect 
all poles using equipment that 
meets the Overvoltage Category 
III requirements for fixed wiring. 

 The cooker hood is intended to 
be installed over a hob with up 
to four hob elements or burners, 
no more than total 7.0kW.

Less than 
4 burners
(7.0kW)

WARNING

CAUTION

Alerts possible risk of death or serious injury, if not observed.

Alerts possible risk of injury or physical damage, if not observed.

 Read the following safety instructions before operating, and use the cooker hood properly and securely.
 These instructions are for correct operation of the product to prevent any risk of hazards or damages inflicting on 

you or others. The instructions are classified into 2 categories as "WARNING" and "CAUTION" depending on their 
emergency and severity. Pay attention and strictly observe the instructions as they are critical for safety.

Disassembly, 
repair, or 

modification 
prohibited

Using 
prohibited

Assembly 
cautioned

Mounting
cautioned

Mounting
cautioned

Mounting
cautioned

Disconnect 
the plug

Wipe off 
dust

 Don’t spray water on the 
 electric parts.

 Fire or electric shock may result in.

Spraying 
water 

prohibited

 Choose a mounting location 
where sufficient air flow is 
maintained.

 CO poisoning may result if not 
ventilated adequately while using a 
natural vent type stove, etc.

 Do not discharge the smoke from 
cooker hood into the hot chimney 
duct for smoke from burning gas 
or other fuels. (It is not applied 
to pump gas back into the indoor 
cooker hood.)

 Exhaust adjustment must be 
ensured.

 There shall be adequate 
ventilation of the room when the 
cooker hood is used at Air supply 
the same time as appliances 
burning gas or other fuels.

 There is a fire risk if cleaning is 
not carried out in accordance 
with the instructions.

 Do not flambé under the cooker 
hood.

 This appliance is not intended for 
use by person (including children) 
with reduced physical, sensory 
or mental capabilities, or lack 
of experience and knowledge, 
unless they have been given 
supervision or instruction 
concerning use of the appliance 
by a person responsible for their 
safety.

 Children should be supervised to 
ensure that they do not play with the 
appliance.

 When there may be a gas leak in 
your gas hob, don’t switch on or 
off the cooker hood.

 Gas explosion may result in.

Operation 
prohibited

Air supply 
cautioned

Strictly
implemented

Ensure 
adjustment

Supervision
requested

Air supply 
cautioned

Clean 
frequently

Flambé 
prohibited
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 CAUTION

 Be sure to disconnect the power 
plug from the wall outlet, or 
switch off the breaker when not 
using for a long time.

 Insulation may be deteriorated, and 
fire or electric shock may result in.

 When disconnecting the power 
plug, hold the plug itself. Don’t 
pull the cord anyway.

 The cord may be damaged, and 
fire or electric shock may result in.

 Never use the product in a wet 
place such as bath room, etc. 
(Use a ventilation fan for bath 
room.)

 It may be cause of fire or failure if 
used.

Disconnect 
by holding  
the plug

Disconnect 
by holding  
the plug

Using 
prohibited

 Ensure that electric wiring is 
made safely according to the 
standard or regulations related.

 Incorrect wiring may result in fire or 
electrical shock.

 Assemble the fan or component 
parts securely.

 Injury by dropping may result in.

Assembly 
cautioned

Assembly 
cautioned

 Don’t touch the disk or parts 
around it while cooking.

 The disk or parts may drop, and 
burn or injury may result in.

Contact 
prohibited

 If the power cord is damaged, 
it must be replaced by the 
manufacturer, its service agent 
or similarly qualified persons in 
order to avoid a hazard.

 Be sure to wear gloves when 
care and maintenance.

 Injury by the sharp edges or 
corners may result in.

 Be sure to ensure that duct is 
connected to the outdoor. In 
order to avoid fire and keep 
fresh air, please discharge the 
exhaust gas to the outdoor. 
Please do not discharge the 
exhaust gas into the wall, loft or 
garage.

 Do not put anything on the 
cooker hood.

 It may be cause of fire, failure, or 
injury by dropping.

 To avoid eye damage, do not 
look directly at the LED light 
while it is on.

 During operation, never insert 
fingers or other objects.

 Failure or injury may result in.

 Switch off the cooker hood at 
once when oil caught fire while 
cooking.

 It’s dangerous if not stop as fire is 
built up.

Contact 
prohibited

Operation 
prohibited

Prohibited

Prohibited

Replace the 
cord if it’s 
damaged

Wear
gloves

Strictly
implemented

 The minimum distance between 
the supporting surface for 
the cooking vessels on the 
hob and the lowest part of the 
cooker hood. When the cooker 
hood is located above a hob, 
this distance shall be at least 
750mm. If the instructions for 
installation for the hob specify a 
greater distance, this has to be 
taken into account.

Mounting 
cautioned

 Mount the product securely 
after selecting a solid place.

 Dropping may result in injury.

 The air must not be discharged 
into a flue that is used for 
exhausting fumes from 
appliances burning gas or 
other fuels (not applicable to 
appliances that only discharge 
the air back into the room).

 When the oil level reaches 1/2 
of oil tray, please timely clean 
it to prevent overflow and oil 
dripping during removal.from 
appliances burning gas or 
other fuels (not applicable to 
appliances that only discharge 
the air back into the room).

Mounting
cautioned

Improper
discharge
prohibited

Caution

 Use attachment screws only. 
 If you fail to follow the instructions 

provided in this manual when 
installing other screws or fixed 
equipment, it may cause an 
electrical hazard.

 Contact FUJIOH or an agent 
when changing LED lamps in 
this product.

Caution

Caution
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	Adopt new function OIL SMASHER
 The "OIL SMASHER device unit" of this product can collect 

the oils adhered inside the cooker hood and on the fan well. 
Compared with the previous type, this is a kind of cooker hood 
with very little greasy dirt therein.

 Greasy dirt caused by cooking is collected via porous filters 
in the previous type of cooker hood. The unfiltered greasy dirt 
will stick to the inner part of the cooker hood and on the fan. 
Therefore, it needs to be cleaned regularly. 

 The independently-developed new function-"OIL SMASHER" is 
applied in this product.

 To recycle the cooking fume and water caused by cooking into 
the oil tray via the powerful function of OIL SMASHER so as to 
greatly reduce the oil stain adhering to the fan. 

 One-touch operation is applied in oil tray/disk disassembly/
installation, and it is easy to clean.

Cooking fume, odor and water vapor 
are discharged to the outdoor.

Oil and water are collected 
via a disk

Collected to
the oil tray

Fan

Oil

Water

 Preparation

 Operate the cooker hood without fail when using 
cooking wares.

 Otherwise, it may be cause of the cooker hood damage 
or failure by increased temperature.

 Don’t use a gas range with nothing put on it.
 The body of the cooker hood is heated, and it may 

cause trouble.

 When using with the Induction Heater (IH), smoke 
capturing performance may be deteriorated by 
influence of cross wind. Also, the surface of the 
cooker hood may be dew condensation if it is used 
in low temperature.

 In this case, use the cooker hood after wiping off.

 Prevent influence of direct wind from air conditioner.
 Smoke capturing performance may be deteriorated 

if influenced. Especially, as the Induction Heater (IH) 
provides nearly no ascending air current, it is easily 
influenced in open place.

 During operation, pay attention to sufficient air 
supply.

 Provide adequate air intake slots on the wall opposite 
from the cooker hood, or open the door of the room 
a little. Otherwise, ventilation performance may be 
deteriorated, or abnormal noise/vibration may result in.

 Separate gas heater more than 500mm from the 
cooker hood.

 As the around of gas heater becomes high temperature, 
separate more than 500mm. Never install the cooker 
hood above gas heater. Otherwise, it may be cause 
of the cooker hood damage or failure by increased 
temperature.

 Do not use the cooker hood with its rectifier panel 
removed.

 Smoke capturing performance may be deteriorated.

 Firstly, the waste cooker hood is processed into the 
status incapable of being used by others, and then, 
discard it. 

S
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It is very easy to stain the cooker hood, therefore, be sure to frequently clean the cooker hood (especially for the disk, 
it should be cleaned for one at least 2 months. For the family cooking two meals, be sure to clean the disk for once at 
least one month).
If cooker hood is not cleaned for a long time, a lot of greasy dirt accumulates to form stubborn greasy hard lump.
If oil tray, surroundings of the cooker hood and rectifier panel are polluted, please timely clean it every time. (Cleaning 
standard: once about 2 months)

Cleaning
The parts that require maintenance are the disk, oil tray, rectifier panel, cooker hood and oil panel. 
Please refer to page 22 for instructions regarding care.

Convenient Function

Precautions on Use

Caution for Maintenance
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◆ About the disk
 The disk may shake slightly during rotation, 
 it is not performance problem. 

LED lamp

Switch

Cooker Hood

Oil panel

Oil tray fixing plate

Detach button

Power cord

Slide duct cover

Duct cover

Sensor

Direct-current motor

Disk

Oil tray

Rectifier panel

Magnet

	Cleaning lamp
 Cleaning lamp lights up to remind the cleaning time of 

cooker hood (refer to page 18). 
 Display setting of the cleaning time can be changed by 

reference to the use frequency of the cooker hood (refer 
to pages 18 and 19). 

 Automatic shutdown
 The cooker hood automatically stops once rectifier panel 

is in opening state (refer to page 20).

 Memory function
 The cooker hood can save the former operation status to 

simplify the next operation (operating air flow and timing). 

 Timekeeping operation
 The cooker hood automatically stops running after 

continuous running to the setting time. 
 If you want to clean the cooking odor and the greasy dirt 

adhered to the fan, please use it after cooking (refer to 
page 19).

 Idle operation prevention timer
 The cooker hood will automatically stop operating and 

light will turn off if operation continues for approx. 5 hours 
with no input. (refer to page 19).

List of Included Items
Name Usage Quantity

Main unit — 1

Rectifier panel — 1

Duct cover — 1

Slide duct cover — 1

Washer-head wood screw (Ø5.1×45) Mounting hook and the duct cover 8

Hanging screw (Ø5.1×35) Mounting the main unit 2

Duct cover fixing bracket Fixing duct cover 2

Flat-head screw (M4×8) Fixing duct cover 2

Mounting screw (M4×10) Fixing duct cover 2

Exhaust port Connecting the main unit and the duct 1

Fixing screw (M4×8) Connecting the main unit and the exhaust port 4

Soft tape — 1

Name of Parts

Ventilating type
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LED lamp

Switch

Cooker Hood

Oil panel

Oil tray fixing plate

Power cord

Duct cover

Slide duct cover

Sensor

Direct-current motor

Disk

Oil tray

Rectifier panel

Magnet

Exhaust box

Exhaust adapter

Recycling device

Detach button

◆ About the disk
 The disk may shake slightly during rotation, 
 it is not performance problem. 

List of Included Items
Name Usage Quantity

Main unit — 1

Rectifier panel — 1

Duct cover — 1

Slide duct cover — 1

Washer-head wood screw (Ø5.1×45) Mounting hook and the duct cover 8

Hanging screw (Ø5.1×35) Mounting the main unit 2

Duct cover fixing bracket Fixing duct cover 2

Flat-head screw (M4×8) Fixing duct cover 2

Mounting screw (M4×10) Fixing duct cover 2

Fixing screw (M4×8) Fixing recycling device and exhaust adapter 14

Recycling device — 1

Exhaust adapter — 1

Exhaust box — 1

Recycling type
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Rated voltage (V) Speed
Frequency 

(Hz)
Power 

consumption (W)
Air Flow 
(m3/h)

Noise 
(dB)

220

Boost Mode

50

135 600 53
High 62 420 46

Medium 48 380 44
Low 30 300 38

24 hour mode 20 250 32

230

Boost Mode

50

135 600 53
High 62 420 46

Medium 48 380 44
Low 30 300 38

24 hour mode 20 250 32

240

Boost Mode

50

135 600 53
High 62 420 46

Medium 48 380 44
Low 30 300 38

24 hour mode 20 250 32

Rated voltage (V) Speed
Frequency 

(Hz)
Power 

consumption (W)
Air Flow 
(m3/h)

Noise 
(dB)

220

Boost Mode

50

140 520 57
High 94 420 54

Medium 69 380 51
Low 39 300 44

24 hour mode 25 250 40

230

Boost Mode

50

150 535 57
High 94 420 54

Medium 69 380 51
Low 39 300 44

24 hour mode 25 250 40

240

Boost Mode

50

160 550 57
High 94 420 54

Medium 69 380 51
Low 39 300 44

24 hour mode 25 250 40

FR-CL1890V (Ventilating type)

FR-CL1890R (Recycling type)

Specification
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1. Mount the cooker hood carefully and avoid contact with any metal parts (the lath in the wall or the like) of the 

building.
2. Never embed the body of the cooker hood in the wall. Otherwise, leakage current in the wall, if any, flows to the 

body of the cooker hood.
3. The air must not be discharged into a flue that is used for exhausting fumes from appliances burning gas or 

other fuels (not applicable to appliances that only discharge the air back into the room).
4. The minimum distance between the supporting surface for the cooking vessels on the hob and the lowest part 

of the cooker hood. When the cooker hood is located above a hob, this distance shall be at least 750mm.
 If the instructions for installation for the hob specify a greater distance, this has to be taken into account.
5. Use a gas range having a narrower width than that of the cooker hood.
6. Avoid using the cooker hood with changes in the specification, for instance, with modifying the switch.
7. Do not install the cooker hood in a wet area or in other wet rooms since it may result in electric shock or 

damage.
8. Do not install the cooker hood at a place where its ambient temperature exceeds 40°C, otherwise it may result 

in failure.
9. To protect your hands from injury, wear working gloves when installing the cooker hood.
10. If the power cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer or its service agent or a similarly 

qualified person in order to avoid a hazard.

 CAUTION

220V/230V/240V
50 Hz
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Circuit Diagram

Preparation and Check before Installation

 Installation
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Checking mounting surface strength
The mounting surface should have sufficient strength enough to support the cooker hood. Mount the cooker 
hood on a place durable to support the weight of the cooker hood. (Product weight: 28.0kg (FR-CL1890V), 
31.0kg (FR-CL1890R).

Install it on the wall
• If the thickness is more than 20mm, mount the cooker hood directly to the wall.
• If the thickness is less than 20mm, embed a reinforcing board and mount the cooker hood to this board.

Power supply
• The product does not include the power plug. Please have a qualified technician attach a power plug to 
the power cord.

• Be sure to use the wall outlet only for the cooker hood.

Checking the accessory
Take out the main unit and accessory parts (exhaust port, duct cover and so on) from the packing box, 
and check whether there is any shortage.

(Unit: mm)Confirmation of the installation location

Recycling typeVentilating type
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5mmWasher-head
wood screw
(Ø5.1×45)

Hanging screw 
(Ø5.1×35)

Washer-head
wood screw
(Ø5.1×45)

Duct cover
fixing bracket

�

�

�

8.5~9.5mm

46
5

24
30

15
20

840

300
360
383

1) Refer to the figure below, insert two washer-
head wood screws (Ø5.1×45) in the bolt hole 
position (  ) 5mm distance into the wall.

2) Insert two hanging screw (Ø5.1×35) in the bolt 
hole position (  ) and screw it firmly.

* Hanging screw is screwed into the degree 
incapable of being embedded into the wall. If 
the screw is embedded into the wall, cooker 
hood can be not installed. 

3) Duct cover fixing bracket and the fittings 
mounting position (  ).

 Insert two duct cover fixing brackets and two 
washer-head wood screws (Ø5.1×45).

* Please note to align at the center of cooker  
hood during installation. 

Cooker Hood Installation
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2) The mounted washer-head wood screw/
hanging screw is respectively hung in 
the fixed bolt hole on the back of the 
main unit.

Washer-head wood screw 
(Ø5.1×45)

3) washer-head wood screws are screwed down, 
and the 2 washer-head wood screws (Ø5.1×45) 
are tightened in the two Ø9 holes below the 
fixed bolt hole to fix the main unit. 

 * After installation, please confirm whether the 
 main unit is hung firmly.

Shutter opening 
direction

Soft tape

Exhaust port

Fixing screws 
(M4×8)

Ventilating type

1) Attach the supplied soft tape around the 
exhaust port, then secure it with supplied 
four fixing screws (M4×8).

When the recycling type is used, please refer to page 12.

 Note

When attaching the exhaust port, pay 
attention to its shutter opening direction. 
If it's installed incorrectly, it may cause 
bad discharge, abnormal noise, etc.

Correct Wrong
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Recycling type
1) The recycling device is mounted above the 

top of the main unit via 4 fixing screws (M4×8).
Recycling device

Fixing screw
(M4×8)

Fixing screw
(M4×8)

Exhaust adapter2) Exhaust adapter is mounted in front of the 
recycling device via 4 fixing screws (M4×8). 

Flexible tube
duct

Taping with non-flammable materials
(Aluminum tape etc.)

4) Connect Ø150 flexible tube duct or the like 
with the exhaust port. 
Make the exhaust port secure and air-tight 
using non-flammable tape such as aluminum 
tape, etc. (not supplied)

15
80

9
0

70

5) Please ensure that breaker is in "off" position, 
and then, plug power supply into the socket. 

 Note

When you connect power plugs, please be 
sure to turn off the breaker of switchboard.
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3) Exhaust box is mounted on the exhaust 
adapter via 6 fixing screws (M4×8). 

Fixing screw
(M4×8)

Exhaust box Exhaust
box

4) The mounted washer-head wood screw/hanging 
screw is respectively hung in the fixed bolt hole 
on the back of the main unit.

5) Two washer-head wood screws are screwed 
down, and the two washer-head wood screws 
(Ø5.1×45) are tightened in the two Ø9 holes 
below the fixed bolt hole to fix the main unit.

* After installation, please confirm whether the 
main unit is hung firmly.

Washer-head wood screw
(Ø5.1×45)
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Mounting screw

(M4×10)

Flat-head screw
(M4×8)

Flat-head screw
(M4×8)

Duct cover
fixing bracket

Slide duct cover

1) Slide the duct cover to 
shelter the main unit, 
and the duct (2 sites at 
left and right) downside 
the rear end of the duct 
cover that is hung on 
the hanging screw of 
the main unit. 

* Note to not damage 
the product during 
installation.

2) Lower part in front side of the duct cover 
is fixed on the cooker hood via 2 mounting 
screws (M4×10).

3) The sliding potion inside the duct cover 
is stretched to the ceiling part and fixed 
on the duct cover fixing bracket via 2 flat-
head screws (M4×8). 

Duct cover

Loophole

Hanging
screw

Duct cover

Loophole

Hanging
screw

(Ventilating type) (Recycling type)

Fixing Duct Cover

* When using a slide duct sold separately
 Please dispose of the slide duct packaged with the product and use the slide duct that is  

sold separately.
 Please be sure to keep the mounting screws and attachment bracket for the duct cover that  

were used for the slide duct removed as you need to use them to attach the new slide duct.
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Switch the switchboard to the "on" position for test run. How to operate the switches and confirm the running 
condition, please refer to pages 16 and 17.

• Check that the fan rotates normally at all speeds during operation.
• Check that there are no abnormal sound or vibration.

1) Hang the Left and right hooking bracket in the 
rear end of the rectifier panel firmly on the 
hanging bracket (  ) of the cooker hood.

2) Use both hands to support the rectifier panel, 
hold the front-end up and insert it until you 
hear the locking sound, “crack” , and then, fix 
the rectifier panel (  ). 
After installation, pull the rectifier panel up and 
down to check that the panel is firmly fixed.

Hanging bracket

Hooking bracket

Close�

�

3) Loosen the bolt of braking buckle till the braking 
buckle can slide back and forth (  ) to make the 
braking buckle sliding to the bottom of the rear 
end, and then tighten screw (  ).

Confirm whether 
it has been locked 

Braking
buckle

Tight Make it sliding 
�

�

 Note

In order to avoid the falling of the fixed parts 
caused by insufficient locking, please be sure 
to keep the rectifier panel solid and firm.

Attaching Rectifier Panel

Operation Check
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Air flow switch
• Regulate air flow
 Under running condition, after press the switch, switch the air flow (corresponding 

green light turns on).

• Operation in boost mode
 Under running condition, continue to press the air flow switch (about 2 seconds) 

to switch into boost mode. After changing into boost mode, carry out the timing 
operation for 5 minutes via the high air flow which is more than "High" air flow, and 
5 minutes later, get back to the preset air flow for operation.

* Timer settings on the status of boost mode
 Under the status of boost mode, if press the timer switch, time is set "3 minutes", the boost mode is end after 3 

minutes and the cooker hood stops running. If it is set as "15 minutes" or "30 minutes", after running 5 minutes 
at boost mode, return to the air flow before switching the boost mode for operation in remaining time.

E.g.) when it switches into boost mode from the "low" air flow and timer is set as "15 minutes", 

   Boost mode  ➝ (after 5 minutes)  running at the "Low" air flow  ➝ (after 10min)  shutdown 

* If you want to finish the boost mode, press the air flow switch to switch into other volume or stop running via 
pressing operation on/off switch.

 Operation

Operation on/off switch
* When fan is in shutdown status, LED indicator turns on (standby).

• Operation
 When LED indicator turns on, after pressing the switch, the cooker hood goes 

into operation according to the air flow at the former shutdown time (orange light 
turns off).

• Shut down
 During running condition, after pressing the switch, the cooker hood will 

immediately stops running. 
 When it is set as 24 hour mode, switch to 24 hour mode for running  

(orange light turns off).

• Switch lock
 Continue to press the switch (about 3 seconds), close all operating 

functions to lock the operation switch. When it is in lock state, the  
on/off light and the 15 minutes-timer display lamp flicker alternatively.

• Release lock
 When it is in lock state, continue to press the switch (about 3 

seconds) to release lock and return to normal.
* After unlocking, please operate the various functions again  

according to requirements.

Under lock-out state
Press the switch to make the "bleeping" warn, and the air flow light flashes.
Reject the indication of the operation switch.

Continue
to press

(about 3 sec.) Beeps

Beeps

Continue
to press

(about 3 sec.)

[High]

[Medium]

[Low]

Switch
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Lamp switch
• LED lamp turns on/off
 Press the switch and the LED lamp lights on. It turns on/off repeatedly every time press the switch. 

Timer switch
Press the timer switch under running condition,  
switch into the timing operation at the former  
stop time. 
Setting time is changed every time press the  
switch (refer to page 19) (the corresponding  
orange lamp flashes)

• Adjust volume
 Continue to press the switch (about 3 seconds) 

under shutdown state, switch the operation volume 
(the corresponding orange lamp turns on). 

[3 minutes] [15 minutes] [30 minutes] [None]

[Loud] [Standard] [None]

24 hour mode switch
This function is a continued operation mode with lower air flow than low speed’s.

• Set 24 hour mode operation 
 After press the switch under shutdown state, set it as 24 hour mode operation 

(orange lamp lights on). During setting, it is running in lower air flow than low 
speed's under the shutdown state (after the operation switch is "off", after timing 
operation and after prevent forgetting off-delay timing). 

• Relief the 24 hour mode operation
 Continue to press the switch (about 3 seconds) under shutdown state, 24 hour 

mode operation stops (orange lamp goes out).

24 hour mode
settings ”ON”

24 hour mode
settings ”OFF”

Cleaning lamp switch
After being up to the preset cleaning time, cleaning lamp displays and reminds  
the time (refer to page 18). 
If cleaning lamp lights up, please clean the oil tray, disk and other parts  
("cleaning" (refer to page 25)).

• Turn off the cleaning lamp
 When cleaning lamp lights up, after press the switch under shutdown state,  

the lamp goes out, and cleaning time is re-clocked. Please press the switch  
after cleaning.

• Re-clock the cleaning time 
 When cleaning lamp goes out, continue to press the switch (about 3 seconds) 

under shutdown state, cleaning time is re-clocked. 
Please carry out it after cleaning and before warning (before lamp is on).

When it is up to 
the cleaning time, 

the display lamp lights up

 

Note

If the lamp lights on too early 
or too late, please modify 
the settings of cleaning time 
(refer to pages 18 and 19).
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The cleaning time of cooker hood is reminded via display lamp. 
If cleaning lamp lights up, please clean the disk, oil tray and other parts (refer to page 25). 
After cleaning, press the cleaning lamp switch and the lamp goes out (refer to page 17). 

* Initial setting of the cleaning lamp display time is [standard], change the settings in conformity with the use 
frequency of the cooker hood by reference to the "setting standard".

Setting Standard
Daily using time Settings Setting time Time for light on

Around 1-hour Shortest 60-hour 

Light up in around 60 days
Around 1.5-hour Short 90-hour

Around 2-hour Standard 120-hour

Around 3-hour Long 180-hour

— Removing Cleaning lamp function relieved Don't light it up

E.g.) according to the [standard], about 1 hour is set for running the cooker hood, and about 120 days later,  
the cleaning lamp lights on. If you want to light on the lamp about 60 days later, the setting is changed 
into the [shortest] to make it turning on at appropriate time.

Setting method for the display time
1) Press the on/off switch to stop running.

* Under 24 hour mode running condition, the settings can 
be changed without shutdown.

2) At the same time, continue to press (about 3 seconds) the 
on/off switch and the cleaning lamp switch, the cleaning 
lamp under setting mode flashes. 

3) Press the air flow switch and change the settings. Press the 
switch every time, the setting will be switched.

Settings The display light

Shortest

Short

Standard

Long

None

At the same time, 
continue to press it

(about 3s)

The shortest
▼
Short
▼

Standard
▼
Long
▼

Removing

 Note

 After resetting, restart to count the cleaning time.
 For the power plug of the cooker hood, keep timing since socket is pulled up. When re-clocking is done, 

please operate the cleaning lamp switch or change the settings of cleaning time.
 Running time does not contain 24 hour mode operation. 
 Under running condition (only illuminating lamp turns on and excepting for 24 hour mode operation),  

cut off the power via wall button/power plug/breaker, etc., there exists error in the recorded time. 
 If the lamp lights on too early or too late, please modify the settings of cleaning time.

* If there is no operation for 10sec under 
setting mode continuously, cancel the setting 
and get back to the status before changing 
the settings. If setting needs to be changed, 
please reset again. 

Cleaning Lamp
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Setting the timer operation during the running state, the cooker hood automatically stops running after 
continuous running to the setting time. When it is set as 24 hour mode, switch to 24 hour mode for running.
Please use it after cooking, as the cooking odor shall be collected and discharged.
3 minutes, 15 minutes and 30 minutes may be chosen for timing time. 

The cooker hood will automatically stop running and lighting will turn off after operating for 5h. When it is set 
as 24 hour mode, switch operation setting to 24 hour mode.
Press the switch again to restart operation.

4) Press the cleaning lamp switch. 
After setup, start to count cleaning time.

* If press on/off switch under setting mode, cancel the setting 
change and get back to the original status. 

Idle Operation Prevention Timer

Timer Operation
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For safety sake, when rectifier panel is opened, the product stops running under running condition, and 
makes the "bleeping" warn.
And furthermore, if installation status of the rectifier panel is abnormal, all operation switches are locked 
excepting for lamp switch.
When it is in lock state, the on/off light and the air flow light will be flickered alternately. 

Rectifier panel is under open state... 
Press the operation switches beyond the lamp switch, make "bleeping" warn and the timer display lamp 
flashes. Reject the indication of the operation switch.

* When rectifier panel is in open state or disassembly state, cooker hood is not running.

Operation Shutdown State and Structure Principle
The sensor at the rear end of the rectifier panel monitors the on/off state of the rectifier panel.
Under the following state, cooker hood stops running. 

Restarting
 Rectifier panel is installed properly
Please refer to page 24.

 Operate various functions again
After installing rectifier panel, operate various functions  
again according to requirements. 

Hanging Remove

Magnet

Sensor
 (refer to the figure below)

Open

Operation shutdown 
(Rectifier panel is open)

(Rectifier panel is hanging)
(Rectifier panel is removed)

Under normal use
(sensor is connected with magnet)

Magnet
(inside the cover)

Sensor

 Note

Please do not dismantle the magnet on the rectifier panel. Additionally, please do not make other 
magnet and magnetic object close to the sensor. 

 Note

 When rectifier panel is not mounted well, 
cooker hood is not running. 
 After installing rectifier panel, operation is 

available again and fan is running. Please 
note it when installing. 

Automatic Shutdown
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Cooker hood is the device for trapping/discharging the cooking fumes, and partial cooking fumes will be 
adhered on the cooker hood (oil panel, rectifier panel, etc.). If the cooker hood is used for a long time under 
the oil staining status, the oxidized causes the deformation of coating surface and falling of coating.
If you clean greasy dirt as soon as possible, it can be removed easily to prevent deterioration of the coating 
surface. 

• Standard cleaning time is about 2 months around. Additionally, if the “cleaning lamp” in operation part 
turns on, please clean it. 
* The lighting time of “cleaning lamp” can be changed for setting according to the use frequency of the 

cooker hood (refer to pages 18~19). 
• If there is too much greasy dirt, please clean it before turn on the cleaning lamp.

About Daily Cleaning

• Why is there greasy dirt? 
The cooking fume caused by cooking firstly 
flows to the rectifier panel as shown in the 
direction of arrow, and then, enters into the 
cooker hood via gap. 
At this time, fine particles of the oil touch with 
the rectifier panel and the parts of the cooker 
hood, and then, stick thereon.

• As long as you use the cooker hood, there  
exists greasy dirt, especially in the  parts (oil 
panel, rectifier panel), it is easy to stain. 
The daily cleaning method is to dry the sponge 
soaked with neutral detergent and wiping rag, 
and then, use it to wipe. After cleaning, please 
use a damp cloth to carefully wipe it to avoid the 
residual of the detergent (refer to page 25). 

Direction of oil and smoke flow

Oil panel

Rectifier panel

About the Cleaning Time
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• Before cleaning the cooker hood, be sure to 
disconnect the power plug from the receptacle, or 
turn off the breaker.

• For safety, always wear a pair of rubber gloves while 
cleaning the disk, etc.

• Especially, be careful to prevent electric parts such 
as the motor, switch, connectors or the like from 
being splashed with water.

• Do not spray liquid of any type detergent to the 
electric parts. It’s cause trouble.

• Do not use solvents such as thinner, benzine, 
polishing powder or the like for cleaning the painted 
surfaces, facing plates, etc. as these parts may 
become lusterless or scored.

• Do not wash parts with a hard brush or the like for 
cleaning as it can be damaging.

• If you do not clean the cooker hood according to the 
methods stipulated in the operation manual, it may 
lead to a fire hazard.

It is very easy to stain the cooker hood, therefore, be sure to frequently clean the cooker hood (especially for the disk, 
it should be cleaned for one at least 2 months. For the family cooking two meals, be sure to clean the disk for once at 
least one month).
If cooker hood is not cleaned for a long time, a lot of greasy dirt accumulates to form stubborn greasy hard lump.
If oil tray, surroundings of the cooker hood and rectifier panel are polluted, please timely clean it every time. (Cleaning 
standard: once about 2 months)

Install all parts using the opposite procedure as that for removing the parts.

 Caution for Maintenance

Hooking bracket

Open

Hanging
bracket

�

�

Loose

Braking buckle Make it
sliding

Fixing
clip

Press lock device

Rectifier
panel

Raise up
a little

�

�

Removal of the rectifier panel
1) Loosen the 2 bolts of the fixed braking buckle till the 

braking buckle can slide back and forth (  ).
2) Use your hands to support the rectifier panel, slightly 

push upward to press the hooking bracket on left and 
right sides of the rectifier panel for removal (  ).

3) Use your hands to support the rectifier panel and at the 
same time, slowly dismantle it (  ). 

4) Lift the rear end of the rectifier panel according to the 
position as shown in the lower right figure to dismantle 
it from the hanging bracket of the cooker hood (  ).

* Please be sure to dismantle the left and right one at 
the same time. Otherwise, it causes the deformation 
of metal parts. 

Detaching Cleaned Parts

Caution Matters for Maintenance

 Note

 There may exist oil accumulation on the rectifier panel during 
dismantling process, please note the dripping of oil.
 When rectifier panel is cleaned, note to keep the hooking 

bracket, magnet installation portion and hanging metal parts 
free from deformation. 
If there exists deformation, it causes the failure of secondary 
installation of the rectifier panel.
 Please do not dismantle the magnet on the rectifier panel. 

And furthermore, do not close to other magnet and magnetic 
substance.

Magnet installation portion

Hooking bracket

Hanging metal parts
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Removal of oil tray
1) Use your hand to support the part near the handle 

sign (  ) of the oil tray, and at the same time, slightly 
pull the oil tray fixing plate towards your body to 
dismantle it from the main body of the cooker hood.

2) In order to avoid the scattering of the oil and water 
in the oil tray, hold the part near the handle sign with 
your hands, note to keep it horizontal while pulling 
towards your body to dismantle it from the main body 
of the cooker hood.

* The oil collected by the disk is stored in the oil 
tray, and the accumulating stock varies from the 
service condition. Although the amount is small, it 
is normal.(Oil tray has the function of preventing the 
oil collected by the disk from scattering.)

 Note

If there is accumulated oil in the oil tray while dismantling, 
please note the dripping of oil.

Handle sign (    )

Oil tray

Oil tray 
fixing plate

Removal of disk
Press the detach button in the center of the disk 
while pulling it out. 

 Note

Please do not drop out the disk to avoid deformation. 
(Or, it causes noise and vibration.)

Detach button

Disk

Installation of disk
Take the disk and do not press the detach button, 
insert the back groove into motor shaft to push it 
upward till a sound of "crack" is heard.
After installation, slightly pull the disk confirm 
whether it is fixed firmly.

 Note

 Please fix the disk completely. Incomplete 
installation will cause falling off.
 Fully wipe the water in the insertion portion of 

the motor shaft while cleaning to dry it, and then, 
carry out installation. 
 Please do not wipe the lubricating oil on the 

motor shaft. The lubricating oil prevents motor 
shaft from rusting.

Motor shaft

Disk

Crack

Do not press 
the detach button

Back of the disk

Groove 

Shaft bolt

Make the groove on 
the back of the disk 
aligning at the bolt of 
the motor shaft for 
insertion.

Coating parts of 
lubricating oil

Motor shaft

Don't wipe 
the grease off
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3) Loosen the bolt of braking buckle till the braking 
buckle can slide back and forth (  ) to make the 
braking buckle sliding to the bottom of the rear 
end, and then tighten screw (  ). Confirm whether 

it has been locked 

Braking
buckle

Tight Make it sliding 
�

�

 Note

Please fix the oil tray completely. Incomplete 
installation will cause falling off.

Installation of oil tray
Use both hands to support the oil tray and insert 
it into the rear-end bearing metal parts (  ), and 
then, push front end upward for installation (  ). 

* Insert the front end upward till the oil tray makes a 
"crack" noise to fix it firmly. 

Crack

Oil tray
fixing plate Oil tray

Load bearing 
metal parts

��

2) Use both hands to support the rectifier panel, 
hold the front-end up and insert it until you hear 
the locking sound, “crack” , and then, fix the 
rectifier panel (  ). 
After installation, pull the rectifier panel up and 
down to check that the panel is firmly fixed.

Hanging bracket

Hooking bracket

Close�

�

Installation of the rectifier panel
1) Hang the Left and right hooking bracket in the 

rear end of the rectifier panel firmly on the 
hanging bracket (  ) of the cooker hood.

 Note

In order to avoid the falling of the fixed parts caused 
by insufficient locking, please be sure to keep the 
rectifier panel solid and firm.
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Oil tray
(If any greasy dirt is found, please immediately clean it. Standard: about once every  
2 months)
Soak it into the warm water containing neutral detergent and clean it with soft sponge, etc. 
After cleaning greasy dirt, in order to avoid the residual of detergent, wash it by water and 
carefully wipe it before installation.

* The greasy dirt is accumulated in the oil tray, and the accumulating stock varies from the 
service condition. Although the amount is small, it is normal.

 Note

 Please do not put the oil tray in dishes washing drier. Maybe, it causes coating shedding due to coating aging. 
* Metal brush, scrubbing brush and other hard object will cause scratching on the clean surface, so, please do not use it.
* If alkaline detergent is used, maybe, it causes surface color change. 

Disk
(If any greasy dirt is found, please immediately clean it. Standard: about once every  
2 months)
Soak the disk in water in advance and wash it along with the meshes of the disk with  
soft sponge, etc. 
When there is too much greasy dirt, please clean it with neutral detergent. 
If the blocked mesh is ignored, it causes poor ventilation and abnormal sound/vibration.

 Note

 Fully wipe the water in the insertion portion of the motor shaft while 
cleaning to dry it, and then, carry out installation.
 Please do not wipe the lubricating oil on the motor shaft. The lubricating 

oil prevents motor shaft from rusting.

The neutral
detergent

Coating parts of 
lubricating oil

Motor shaft

Don't wipe 
the grease off

The neutral
detergent

Rectifier panel
(If any greasy dirt is found, please immediately clean it.)
In order to avoid the residual of detergent, wipe it out with wet cloth carefully after wiping 
it with the soft sponge/soft cloth soaked into the warm water of neutral detergent. 

 Note

 Sometimes, there is serious accumulation of greasy dirt, at this time, soak rectifier panel into the warm water 
containing neutral detergent, wipe out the greasy dirt when it becomes loose.
 Please be sure to dismantle the rectifier panel from the main body of the cooker hood before cleaning. Otherwise, it 

causes falling off/deformation. 
 Please put the dismantled rectifier panel horizontally for cleaning. Otherwise, it causes deformation/scratching. 
 When rectifier panel is used, please do not bump against or dismantle the magnet. It may cause the failure of the 

automatic operation shutdown.
* Metal brush, scrubbing brush and other hard object will cause scratching on the clean surface, so, please do not use it.
* If alkaline detergent is used, maybe, it causes surface color change.

The neutral
detergent

Magnet

Cooker hood and Oil panel
(If any greasy dirt is found, please immediately clean it.)
In order to avoid the residual of detergent, wipe it out with wet cloth carefully after 
wiping it with the soft sponge/soft cloth soaked into the warm water of neutral detergent.
Especially, the greasy dirt at the lower end of the cooker hood is adhered easily, please 
wipe it out carefully.

 Note

* Metal brush, scrubbing brush and other hard object will cause scratching on the clean 
surface, so, please do not use it.

* If alkaline detergent is used, maybe, it causes surface color change.

The neutral
detergent

Cleaning
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 Other Information

Symptom Possible cause Action

• Although turn on the 
switch, there is no 
electricity in the disk/
lighting. 

• Disk does not rotate.

1. Brake of the switchboard is "off".
2. Power plug is pulled out. 
3. It is in lock-out state. 
4. Rectifier panel is in open or uninstalled state.

1. Brake of the switchboard is "on".
2. Plug in the power plug.
3. Release lock. (Refer to page 16)
4. Rectifier panel is installed properly. 

(Refer to page 20 and 24)

• The lighting doesn't 
light up.

1. It is in lock-out state.
2. Connector suffers poor contact or connector is 

disconnected. 

1. Release lock.
2. Request repairing.

• Indicator light flashes.
• Press operating 

switches and make 
warning beep.

1. It is in lock-out state.
2. The rectifier panel is not mounted properly.

1. Release lock. (Refer to page 16)
2. Rectifier panel is installed properly. 

(Refer to page 20 and 24)

• No greasy dirt is 
accumulated in the  
oil tray. 

1. The stock of greasy dirt varies from the cooking 
frequency and climate. 

2. Oil adhered to the cooker hood, rectifier panel, 
etc. (Only the oil adhered outside the disk is 
accumulated in the oil tray.)

1. Discard the greasy dirt after it is 
accumulated in the oil tray.  
(Refer to page 23)

2. If oil is adhered to the cooker hood 
or rectifier panel, immediately wipe 
it out.

• There exists abnormal 
sound. 

1. Air supply is not sufficient. 
2. Disk is not installed completely.
3. Oil tray is not installed completely. 
4. Due to the influence of the external wind power, 

the window of discharge flue makes a noise of 
click, belonging to normal phenomenon.

5. During slowdown/low speed running, it makes 
the noise of brake slowdown from the disk 
occasionally, belonging to normal phenomenon. 

6. During startup/shutdown period of the cooker 
hood, the motor may produce noise occasionally.
The noise is produced by the rotation control of 
motor, and it’s normal. 

1. Guarantee enough air supply, 
open window or air inlet. 

2. Reinstall disk.(Refer to page 23)
3. Oil tray is installed again.  

(Refer to page 24)

• Insufficient suction 
power. 

• Excessive running 
noise.

1. Disk is dirty.
2. Air supply is inadequate.
3. It is blown by the air from air conditioner and 

window. 
4. Outlet of the duct is blocked.

1. Clean the disk. 
2. Open the window and air inlet to 

guarantee sufficient air supply.
3. Avoid wind blow. 
4. Request repairing.

Before request repairing services, please confirm whether there is the following situation again.

Troubleshooting
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When requesting after sales service:
• If any abnormality occurs while the cooker hood is in operation, switch off the cooker hood to run, 
check the following points, disconnect the power plug from the receptacle and consult the shop from 
which you have purchased your cooker hood.

(1) Whether the fuse in the circuit breaker has been burnt out?

(2) Whether the power plug is not in proper contact with the receptacle?

When consulting the shop, inform the shop the type/model of cooker hood requiring repair and the date 
when it was purchased.

• The minimum retention period of performance parts for repairing the cooker hood is 
 5 years after termination of manufacturing of the cooker hood.

The performance parts refer to those parts for required to maintain the functions of a cooker hood. 
However the same kinds of repair parts or interchangeable parts will be supplied for 4 years thereafter.
If the functions can be maintained when repaired, we are willing to repair when ordered by you.

• The parts used on the cooker hood are subject to partial change without prior notice owing to 
improvement of performance.

5
years

Service and Warranty
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芦
畠
廣
吭
並
㍻

 少 御

 冢鋤介亢、俐尖賜個強。

 哘萩栽鯉室宝繁埀序佩荷恬，倦夸

辛嬬夛撹諮墻、窮似賜呟械秤趨。

 窮儿階狛 220 V / 230 V / 240 V 
AC 議仇圭鋤峭聞喘。

 倦夸辛嬬夛撹諮墻賜窮似。

冢鋤介亢、
俐尖賜個強

鋤峭聞喘

 駅倬喇廨匍芦廾繁埀屎鳩下㌔。

 下㌔音輝辛嬬夛撹息窮賜諮墻。廣吭怏廾

 芦廾式聞喘云恢瞳念，哘堋響參和芦畠廣吭並㍻，參宴屎鳩、芦畠仇芦廾簾嗟冖字。

 宸乂芦畠廣吭並㍻崋壓屎鳩芦廾云恢瞳，參契斤徭失賜麿繁夛撹裡⑫賜彬墾。功象裡⑫來才鱒墾殻業，

芦畠廣吭並㍻蛍葎 " 少御 " 才 " 廣吭 " 曾倖吉雫。 喇噐宸乂廣吭並㍻斤噐芦畠崛購嶷勣，咀緩暦駅紗參

廣吭旺冢鯉嚠參恆便。

 少 御  廣 吭燕幣氏擬崑嶷寄
繁附彬蘭。

燕幣氏擬崑繁附
彬墾賜麗瞳鱒撒。

■ 芦畠廣吭並㍻

 廣 吭

 隠劍才略擦扮，暦駅貫峨恙貧偉

和窮坿峨遊，賜購液僅窮匂蝕購。

緩翌，萩齢喘物返俊乾窮坿峨遊

賜僅窮匂。

 倦夸氏擬崑窮似賜繁附彬墾。

偉和窮坿
峨遊

 哘将械賠準窮坿峨遊，參窒子馨

持詔。

 倦夸氏夛撹諮墻賜窮似。

価茅子馨

 哘崛富喇 2 繁序佩芦廾垢恬。

 簾嗟冖字議嶷楚埃葎 28kg（FR-

CL1890V），31kg（FR-CL1890R）。

廣吭芦廾

 葎阻鳩隠嚥麼窮坿畠自僅蝕， 
哘壓耕協下㌔嶄譜崔僅蝕廾崔。廣吭芦廾

 委諾怎狛窮儿嶽窃Ⅲ

（Overvoltage category Ⅲ）訳周

議廾崔梓孚塘㌔号夸怏廾崛耕協

塘㌔嶄，序佩曾自侯僅（all pole 
disconnection）。

廣吭芦廾

 僉夲宥欠措挫議了崔序佩芦廾。

 聞喘徭隼電賑塀俗醤扮，泌惚宥欠

算賑音措氏夛撹匯剳晒娘嶄蕎。

廣吭宥欠

 簾嗟冖字電竃議賑悶音哘電欺喘

噐電竃伴付炭賑賜凪麿伴創議冖

零聞喘議犯冖祇嶄。（乎訳音聞喘

噐委賑悶電指片坪議簾嗟冖字。）

冢鯉峇佩

 駅倬序佩電賑距准。
廣吭距准

 壓謹嶽匂醤伴付炭賑賜凪麿伴創

議秤趨和聞喘簾嗟冖字扮，哘聞

片坪隠隔措挫議宥欠彜趨。

廣吭宥欠

 泌惚隆梓傍苧序佩賠準，辛嬬氏

哈窟諮墻。将械賠準

 鋤峭壓簾嗟冖字和圭付疹奮瞳。
冢鋤付疹

 悶嵎倡樋宀、湖状嬬薦賜娼舞彜

趨熟餓宀（淫凄隅湧），賜髪窪将

刮才岑紛宀音卷聞喘云恢瞳，茅

掲嗤廨繁減夭凪芦畠旺葎凪戻工

嚥云恢瞳聞喘㌢購議酌興賜峺擬。

 哘斤隅湧紗參酌砿，俳齢斑凪螺的

云恢瞳。

勣箔酌興

 炭賑亶息扮，冢鋤荷恬簾嗟冖字

議蝕購。

 倦夸氏夛撹炭賑卯姆。

冢鋤荷恬

 泌惚壓階狛 4 凛俗夥賜伴付夥俗

議貧何芦廾簾嗟冖字，悳孔楕音

辛階狛 7.0kW

4 凛俗夥
參和

（7.0kW）

廣吭芦廾

 僉夲釈耕議了崔，昔耕芦廾云

恢瞳。

 倦夸字悶渠鯛繍氏夛撹彬墾。

冢鋤廣秘 
腎賑

 音誼㏍喘噐電冖（貫聞喘炭賑

賜凪麿伴創議匂醤嶄恢伏議系

賑）議冖祇廣秘腎賑。

廣吭

 輝嗟器欺鹿嗟筈 1/2 扮，萩式扮

賠尖，參契介茅嗟鵜扮系嗟吝

竃賜砧鯛。

 冢鋤㏍販採窮徨何周島邦。

 倦夸氏夛撹諮墻賜窮似。冢鋤島邦
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 海扮寂音聞喘扮，暦駅繍窮坿峨

遊貫峨恙貧偉和賜購液僅窮匂蝕

購。

 倦夸氏夛撹蒸垉來嬬鞭鱒，旺辛嬬

哈軟諮墻賜窮似。

偉渠峨遊

提廖窮坿峨
遊議極何偉
渠峨遊

 音勣壓搭眇狛殻嶄俊乾嗟冖蛍宣

徒才巓律議何周。

 倦夸氏聞嗟冖蛍宣徒賜何周用鯛，

夛撹面彬賜彬墾。

鋤峭聞喘

 駅倬功象嗤購炎彈賜号協芦畠下

譜窮㌔。

 下㌔音輝氏夛撹諮墻賜窮似。

 勣鳩糞仇芦廾挫壓略俐吉扮函和

議何周。

 倦夸何周渠鯛繍氏夛撹彬墾。

 僅蝕窮坿扮，哘提廖窮坿峨遊議

極何繍峨遊偉渠，音勣廡性窮㌔。

 倦夸氏聞窮㌔鞭鱒，旺辛嬬哈軟諮

墻賜窮似。

廣吭怏廾

廣吭怏廾

鋤峭俊乾

 俳齢壓圈片吉咳物議魁侭聞喘云

恢瞳。（哘壓圈片聞喘電賑蛭。）

 倦夸辛嬬夛撹諮墻賜絞嬾。

 廣 吭

冢鯉峇佩

 泌惚窮坿㌔鞭鱒，駅倬喇崙夛斌、

捲暦旗尖字更賜揖吉彿鯉議繁埀

嚠參厚算，參窒夛撹裡⑫。

鋤峭

忌垢恬返耗

鋤峭慧崔
麗瞳

厚算鞭鱒
議窮坿㌔

 隠劍才略擦扮暦駅忌貧垢恬返耗。

 倦夸氏瓜錫費議円叔皿彬。

 電賑砿駅倬鳩隠俊欺片翌。葎阻

閲窒諮墻議窟伏旺隠隔腎賑賠仟，

萩繍系賑電欺片翌。萩音勣繍系

賑電欺能坪，佼促賜概垂嶄。

 萩齢壓簾嗟冖字貧慧崔販採麗瞳。

 倦夸氏夛撹諮墻、絞嬾，賜咀麗瞳

渠鯛遇夛撹彬墾。

 LED 菊窟高扮，萩齢岷篇，參窒

彬欺艇議凛商。

廣吭

廣吭

 叙㍉聞喘現奉苔某。

 泌惚音梓緩傍苧、聞喘凪麿苔某賜

耕協廾崔芦廾，辛嬬氏夛撹窮賑絞

嬾。

 云恢瞳 LED 菊議厚算，萩選狼

FUJIOH 賜旗尖斌。

鋤峭俊乾

 簾嗟冖字塰廬扮，俳齢繍返峺賜

凪麿麗瞳峨秘凪嶄。

 倦夸氏夛撹絞嬾賜彬墾。

鋤峭荷恬
 嗟腰彭諮扮哘羨軸購液簾嗟冖字

議窮坿。

 倦夸氏廁海諮米，夛撹裡⑫。

廣吭芦廾
 炭賑夥貧對幇匂醤議屶嚇中嚥簾

嗟冖字恷詰何蛍岻寂議恷弌鉦宣。

輝簾嗟冖字了噐炭賑喘醤貧圭扮，

欺簾嗟冖字和極議鉦宣哘隠隔壓

750 mm 參貧。泌惚炭賑夥議芦

廾傍苧慕号協嗤熟寄議寂鉦，夸

駅倬繍凪深打壓坪。

喇噐簾嗟冖字載否叟壜麟，咀緩哘将械賠準簾嗟冖字（喩凪頁嗟冖蛍宣徒，哘崛富 2 倖埖賠準匯肝。

斤噐耽爺恂曾禽傾參貧議社優遇冱，哘崛富耽埖賠準匯肝嗟冖蛍宣徒）。

泌惚簾嗟冖字海扮寂音賠準，繍氏持詔寄楚嗟麟，侘撹載佃肇茅議嗟妛啣翠。

鹿嗟筈、簾嗟冖字膨巓、屁送医泌惚麟半扮，萩耽肝式扮賠牢。（賠牢炎彈：埃 2 倖埖匯肝）

■ 賠 準
賠準塘周葎“嗟冖蛍宣徒”、“鹿嗟筈”、“屁送医”、“簾嗟冖字”、“嗟中医”。

賠準圭隈萩堋響及 22 匈。

隠劍嚥略擦
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■ 彈 姥

圭宴議孔嬬

■寡喘仟孔嬬 OIL SMASHER

 云恢瞳“OIL SMASHER 廾崔汽圷”辛載挫仇辺

鹿娚現壓簾嗟冖字坪何式欠蛭貧議嗟嵎。嚥參吏

字侏㌢曳頁匯錘坪何嗟麟娚現掲械富議簾嗟冖字。

參吏字侏議簾嗟冖字寡喘謹迅陀利辺鹿搭眇嶄恢

伏議嗟麟。狛陀音昌議嗟麟氏娚現壓簾嗟冖字坪

何式欠蛭貧，咀緩俶勣協豚序佩賠尖。 

云恢瞳寡喘鏡徭蝕窟議仟孔嬬“OIL SMASHER

孔嬬”，宥狛膿薦 OIL SMASHER 孔嬬繍搭眇嶄

窟伏議嗟冖式邦蛍指辺欺鹿嗟筈 ，辛寄嫌業受富

娚現壓欠蛭貧議嗟嵎。 

鹿嗟筈 / 嗟冖蛍宣徒議介亢 / 芦廾譲葎匯乾塀荷

恬，賠牢匆掲械酒汽。

■賠準扮寂⑪幣菊

 賠準菊泣疏、參緩戻佰簾嗟冖字議賠準扮寂（歌深及 18 匈）。 

賠牢扮寂議⑪幣譜協辛歌深簾嗟冖字聞喘撞業序佩厚個（歌深及 18, 19 匈）。

■徭強塰廬唯峭

 屁送医匯稀侃噐蝕尼議彜蓑，簾嗟冖字議塰廬徭強唯峭。（歌深及 20 匈）。

■贋刈孔嬬

 簾嗟冖字辛贋刈貧肝議荷恬彜蓑，酒晒和肝聞喘扮議荷恬（塰廬欠楚、柴扮扮寂）。

 聞喘搭眇匂醤扮，暦駅塰佩簾嗟冖字。

 倦夸，簾嗟冖字辛嬬氏咀梁業奐互遇夛撹鱒撒賜絞嬾。

 萩齢壓隆慧崔販採匂醤議秤趨和聞喘炭賑夥。

 倦夸，字附辛嬬氏咀鞭犯遇夛撹絞嬾。

 聞喘窮甘俗扮，簾嗟冖字議簾嗟冖來嬬辛嬬氏咀迦欠

議唹㍊遇㊧樋。緩翌，泌惚壓詰梁訳周和聞喘簾嗟冖

字，夸凪燕中侘撹潤其。

 緩扮，哘繍簾嗟冖字価蔽孤昌朔壅嚠聞喘。

 契峭腎距岷俊患欠。

 倦夸，凪簾嗟冖來嬬辛嬬氏週詰。喩凪頁輝窮甘俗叱窄

短嗤恢伏議貧幅賑送扮，簾嗟冖字宴載否叟壓蝕姓議腎

寂嶄鞭欺唹㍊。

 壓簾嗟冖字塰佩狛殻嶄，哘廣吭隠隔措挫議宥欠桟廠。

 壓簾嗟冖字斤中議能悶貧哘藻嗤怎校議序欠笥，賜繍型

寂議壇不不嬉蝕。倦夸，簾嗟冖來嬬辛嬬受樋，賜辛嬬

恢伏呟械夐咄 / 尅強。

 犯邦匂哘嚥簾嗟冖字隠隔 500 mm 參貧議鉦宣。

 喇噐犯邦匂巓律梁業熟互，咀緩哘嚥簾嗟冖字隠隔 500 

mm 參貧議鉦宣。俳齢繍簾嗟冖字芦廾壓犯邦匂議貧圭。

倦夸，簾嗟冖字辛嬬氏咀梁業奐互遇夛撹鱒撒賜絞嬾。

 萩齢壓屁送医介和議秤趨和聞喘簾嗟冖字。

 倦夸，簾嗟冖來嬬辛嬬咀緩遇週詰。

 侃尖系簾嗟冖字扮，遍枠侃尖撹音嬬聞麿繁写偬嬬校

聞喘議彜蓑岻朔卿虹。

聞喘倬岑
芦
畠
廣
吭
並
㍻
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LED

何周兆各

■柴扮塰廬

 隔偬塰廬崛譜協扮寂朔、徭強唯峭塰廬。 

咀勣賠茅搭眇朔議賑龍隅、娚現壓欠蛭貧議嗟麟，萩搭眇朔聞喘（歌深及 19 匈）。

■契峭梨芝購液字悶議柴扮孔嬬

 貫恷朔荷恬軟匯稀銭偬塰廬埃 5 弌扮氏徭強唯峭塰廬、購液孚苧（歌深及 19 匈）。

廾㌃賠汽

兆 各 喘 余 方 楚

麼字 — 1

屁送医 — 1

電賑砿固 — 1

錆強電賑砿固 — 1

究筈直苔某（∅5.1×45） 耕協航抗式電賑砿固 8

虚航苔某（∅5.1×35） 芦廾麼字 2

電賑砿固耕協屶尺 耕協電賑砿固 2

峠遊苔某（M4×8） 耕協電賑砿固 2

峠遊苔某（M4×10） 耕協電賑砿固 2

電賑笥 銭俊麼字揖電賑砿 1

耕協苔某（M4×8） 銭俊麼字揖電賑笥 4

罷畜撃揮 — 1

■電賑侏
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廾㌃賠汽

兆 各 喘 余 方 楚

麼字  — 1

屁送医  — 1

電賑砿固 — 1

錆強電賑砿固 — 1

究筈直苔某（∅5.1×45） 耕協航抗式電賑砿固 8

虚航苔某（∅5.1×35） 芦廾麼字 2

電賑砿固耕協屶尺 耕協電賑砿固 2

峠遊苔某（M4×8） 耕協電賑砿固 2

峠遊苔某（M4×10） 耕協電賑砿固 2

耕協苔某（M4×8） 耕協儉桟廾崔嚥電賑癖塘匂 14

儉桟廾崔 — 1

電賑癖塘匂 — 1

電賑㌃ — 1

LED

■儉桟侏
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号 鯉

駆協窮儿 (V) 亀了 駆協撞楕 (Hz) ㍾債孔楕 (W) 欠楚 (m3/h) 夐蕗 (dB)

220

紗膿庁塀

50

135 600 53
互亀 62 420 46
嶄亀 48 380 44
詰亀 30 300 38

24 弌扮塰廬 20 250 32

230

紗膿庁塀

50

135 600 53
互亀 62 420 46
嶄亀 48 380 44
詰亀 30 300 38

24 弌扮塰廬 20 250 32

240

紗膿庁塀

50

135 600 53
互亀 62 420 46
嶄亀 48 380 44
詰亀 30 300 38

24 弌扮塰廬 20 250 32

FR-CL1890V（電賑侏）

駆協窮儿 (V) 亀了 駆協撞楕 (Hz) ㍾債孔楕 (W) 欠楚 (m3/h) 夐蕗 (dB)

220

紗膿庁塀

50

140 520 57
互亀 94 420 54
嶄亀 69 380 51
詰亀 39 300 44

24 弌扮塰廬 25 250 40

230

紗膿庁塀

50

150 535 57
互亀 94 420 54
嶄亀 69 380 51
詰亀 39 300 44

24 弌扮塰廬 25 250 40

240

紗膿庁塀

50

160 550 57
互亀 94 420 54
嶄亀 69 380 51
詰亀 39 300 44

24 弌扮塰廬 25 250 40

FR-CL1890R（儉桟侏）
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1. 芦廾簾嗟冖字扮哘弌伉女風，參窒俊乾秀廏麗議署奉何周（能謁吉更周坪何議署奉利）。

2. 俳齢繍簾嗟冖字議字附托噐能謁岻嶄，倦夸氏夛撹字附息窮。

3. 簾嗟冖字電竃議賑悶音哘電欺喘噐電竃伴付炭賑賜凪麿伴創議冖零聞喘議犯冖祇嶄（乎訳音

聞喘噐委賑悶電指片坪議簾嗟冖字）。

4. 炭賑夥貧對幇匂醤議屶嚇中嚥簾嗟冖字恷詰何蛍岻寂議恷弌鉦宣。輝簾嗟冖字了噐炭賑喘醤

貧圭扮，欺簾嗟冖字和極議鉦宣哘隠隔壓 750 mm 參貧。

 泌惚炭賑夥議芦廾傍苧慕号協嗤熟寄議寂鉦，夸駅倬繍凪深打壓坪。

5. 聞喘錐業弌噐簾嗟冖字議炭賑夥。

6. 閲窒聞喘号鯉窟伏延強議簾嗟冖字，箭泌，個算梓泥。

7. 萩齢繍簾嗟冖字芦廾壓咳物議仇圭賜咳物議型寂嶄，倦夸氏夛撹窮似賜鱒墾。

8. 萩齢繍簾嗟冖字芦廾壓桟廠梁業階狛 40 ℃議仇圭，倦夸氏夛撹絞嬾。

9. 芦廾簾嗟冖字扮，勣忌挫垢恬返耗，參窒彬式褒返。

10. 泌惚窮坿㌔鞭鱒，駅倬喇崙夛斌、捲暦旗尖字更賜揖吉彿鯉議繁埀嚠參厚算，參窒夛撹裡⑫。

芦廾念議彈姥才殊臥

 廣 吭

■ 芦 廾

2 1

LED

LED

220V/230V/240V
50 Hz

(3P)

(3P)

(6P)

(6P)

(3P)(2P)

(4P)

(4P) (4P) (9P)

(4P)

24

窮揃夕

彈
　
姥
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殊臥芦廾燕中議膿業

芦廾燕中駅倬嗤怎校議膿業栖屶嚇簾嗟冖字。哘繍簾嗟冖字芦廾壓嬬校昔耕隔消仇屶嚇凪嶷楚議了崔。

（嶷楚：28.0kg（FR-CL1890V）, 31.0kg（FR-CL1890R）

■壓医能貧芦廾

  泌惚能謁議搾業階狛 20 mm，辛岷俊壓能謁貧芦廾簾嗟冖字。

  泌惚能謁議搾業弌噐 20 mm，哘托秘奐膿医，壅繍簾嗟冖字芦廾噐緩医貧。

殊臥現周

貫淫廾歳嶄函竃麼字才現周（電賑笥、電賑砿固吉），殊臥現周頁倦玉髪。

窮坿峨遊

• 云恢瞳音淫凄窮坿峨遊。萩嗤彿鯉議室宝繁埀俊挫窮坿峨遊嚥窮坿㌔。

• 暦駅聞喘簾嗟冖字廨喘議能謁峨恙。

900

75
0

55
0

96
0

75
0

55
0

96
0

12
2

53

900 900

75
0

A
75

0
80

0

A
FR-CL18-DCT85 800~850
FR-CL18-DCT90 850~900

鳩範芦廾了崔 （汽了：mm）

■儉桟侏■電賑侏
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芦
　
廾

5mm

∅5.1 45

∅5.1 45

∅5.1 35

8.5~9.5mm

芦廾簾嗟冖字

1) 歌孚和夕，耕協喘苔萌迅了崔（ ① ） 
邸序究筈直苔某（∅5.1×45）2 倖、 

邸崛鉦宣能中 5mm 血篭。

2) 耕協喘苔萌迅了崔（ ② ） 
邸序虚航苔某（∅5.1×35）2 倖、昔耕邸諸。

＊ 虚航苔某邸崛音勣廼秘能中議殻業。 
泌惚廼秘能中嗤辛嬬音辛芦廾簾嗟冖字。

3) 電賑砿固耕協屶尺塘周芦廾了崔（ ③ ） 
邸序電賑砿固耕協屶尺塘周究筈直苔某

（∅5.1×45）光 2 倖。

＊ 萩匯円廣吭斤彈簾嗟冖字嶄伉匯円芦廾。

46
5

24
30

15
20

840

300
360
383
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芦
　
廾

M4 8

屎 鳩 危 列

　廣 吭　

芦廾電賑笥扮，哘廣吭飢賑医議蝕尼圭㏍。

泌惚芦廾嗤列，辛嬬氏夛撹電賑音芥、 
呟械夐咄吉。

■電賑侏

1) 芦廾電賑笥現奉議罷畜撃揮，參耕協苔某

（M4×8）4 倖耕協。

�5.1 45

2) 芦廾議究筈直苔某 / 虚航苔某侃蛍艶航壓

字悶嘘中議耕協喘苔萌迅坪。

3) 繍究筈直苔某 2 倖昔耕邸諸， 
壓耕協喘苔萌迅和中 2 侃議φ9 迅坪昔耕

邸諸究筈直苔某（∅5.1×45）2 倖、耕協

字悶。

＊ 芦廾頼撹朔，萩壅肝鳩範字悶鳩糞航昔。

壓儉桟侏扮，萩歌孚及 12 匈。
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芦
　
廾

■儉桟侏

1) 喘現周耕協苔某（M4×8）4 倖繍儉桟廾崔芦

廾噐麼字悶競議貧中。

M4 8

M4 8

2) 喘現周耕協苔某（M4×8）4 倖繍電賑癖塘匂

芦廾嚥儉桟廾崔議念中。

4) 銭俊∅ 150 阜抹砿吉欺電賑笥。 
喘怦伴畜撃揮、泌汰揮吉（音戻工）畜撃隠屬

電賑笥議芦畠。

　廣 吭　

輝艇峨秘窮坿峨遊，萩暦駅購渠塘窮徒議僅窮匂。

15
80

9
0

70

5) 萩鳩隠僅窮匂議蝕購壓“購”議了崔， 
凪朔繍窮坿峨秘峨恙嶄。
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芦
　
廾

3) 喘現周耕協苔某（M4×8）6 倖繍電賑㌃芦廾

噐電賑癖塘匂。 M4 8

4) 芦廾議究筈直苔某 / 虚航苔某侃蛍艶航壓字悶嘘

中議耕協喘苔萌迅坪。

5) 繍究筈直苔某 2 倖昔耕邸諸， 
壓耕協喘苔萌迅和中 2 侃議φ9 迅坪昔耕邸諸究

筈直苔某（∅5.1×45）2 倖、耕協字悶。

＊ 芦廾頼撹朔，萩壅肝鳩範字悶鳩糞航昔。

�5.1 45
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芦
　
廾

芦廾電賑砿固

M4 10

1) 繍電賑砿固貫簾嗟冖

字念迦錆強、孳固字

悶，電賑砿固朔極和

迦議髪笥（恣嘔 2 侃）

航壓字悶議虚航苔某

貧。

＊ 芦廾扮廣吭音勣鱒彬

云恢瞳。

2) 參峠遊苔某（M4×10）2 倖繍電賑砿固 
念迦和何耕協壓字悶貧。

M4 8

M4 8

3) 繍電賑砿固坪迦錆強何性阜崛虚競、 
參峠遊苔某（M4×8）2 倖繍凪耕協壓 
電賑砿固耕協屶尺周貧。

（電賑侏） （儉桟侏）

＊ 聞喘総弁議電賑砿固扮

 系虹嚥恢瞳揖淫廾議電賑砿固，聞喘総弁議電賑砿固。

 緩扮咀聞喘恢瞳揖淫廾議峠遊苔某式電賑砿固虚航苔某吉現奉瞳，萩齢飯渠。
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芦
　
廾

繍塘窮徒王崛“蝕”議了崔，序佩編塰佩。泌採荷恬梓囚嚥鳩範塰廬彜蓑萩歌深及 16, 17 匈。

■ 云簾嗟冖字塰廬扮，光亀欠蛭頁倦屎械垢恬。

■ 頁倦窟竃呟械夐咄式呟械尅強。

塰佩殊臥

芦廾屁送医

1) 繍屁送医朔極議恣嘔航諏何鳩糞虚航壓簾嗟冖字

議虚桟何（ ① ）。

2) 褒返匯円嚇廖屁送医、匯円㏍貧訟軟念極岷欺窟

竃“瀁琲”蕗、繍凪耕協（ ② ）。 
芦廾朔，貧和性強匯和屁送医、鳩範凪音氏用鯛。

3) 防強崙強諏迄苔兇欺辛念朔錆強議殻業（ ③ ），
聞崙強諏迄錆強崛朔極久何、邸諸苔兇（ ④ ）。

　廣 吭　

葎閲窒咀迄協音怎遇哈窟議耕周用鯛，萩暦駅隠

屬屁送医瓜釈糞耕協。
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荷
　
恬

荷恬梓囚

■ 荷 恬

塰廬蝕 / 購梓囚
※ 欠蛭侃噐唯峭彜蓑扮，LED 菊泣疏。（棋字彜蓑）

●塰廬

LED 菊泣疏扮，梓和緩囚朔、簾嗟冖字梓孚貧肝唯峭扮議欠楚蝕兵塰廬。

（拡弼菊賂註）

●唯峭塰廬

塰廬彜蓑扮梓和緩囚朔，簾嗟冖字氏軸震唯峭塰廬，

譜協葎 24 弌扮塰廬扮夸俳算崛 24 弌扮塰廬。（拡弼菊賂註）

●梓囚迄協

隔偬梓和緩囚（埃 3 昼嶝），購液畠何荷恬孔嬬，迄協荷恬梓囚。

迄協彜蓑扮塰廬蝕 / 購菊才决扮議 15 蛍嶝⑪幣菊住札描妨。

●盾茅迄協

迄協彜蓑扮隔偬梓和梓囚（埃 3 昼嶝），迄協盾茅、志鹸械蓑。

※ 盾迄朔萩功象俶勣嶷仟斤光嶽孔嬬序佩荷恬。

欠楚梓囚

●距准欠楚

塰廬彜蓑扮梓和梓囚朔，欠楚俳算（㌢哘議駄菊泣疏）。

●參紗膿庁塀塰廬

塰廬彜蓑扮隔偬梓和欠楚梓囚（埃 2 昼嶝），延葎紗膿庁塀。 

延葎紗膿庁塀朔，參寄噐【膿】亀議膿欠楚序佩 5 蛍嶽議 

柴扮塰廬，5 蛍嶝朔指欺岻念譜協議欠楚塰廬。

※購噐紗膿庁塀彜蓑議决扮譜協

紗膿庁塀彜蓑泌惚梓和决扮梓囚、譜協柴扮扮寂葎“3 蛍嶝”扮，

紗膿庁塀 3 蛍嶝朔潤崩、塰廬唯峭。泌惚譜協葎“15 蛍嶝”賜“30 蛍嶝”扮，

參紗膿庁塀塰廬 5 蛍嶽朔，卦指紗膿庁塀俳算念議欠楚、塰廬複噫議扮寂。

箭）貫欠楚“樋”亀俳算葎紗膿庁塀，柴扮扮寂譜葎“15 蛍嶝”扮 

 紗膿庁塀  →（5 蛍嶝朔）參欠楚“樋”亀塰廬  →（10 蛍嶝朔）塰廬唯峭

※ ㌫嶄余潤崩紗膿庁塀，梓和欠楚梓囚俳算葎凪麿欠楚賜參塰廬蝕 / 購梓囚唯峭塰廬。

迄協彜蓑和…

梓和梓囚、窟竃“炬炬炬”議少御蕗，欠楚菊描妨。

音俊鞭荷恬梓囚議峺幣。
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荷
　
恬

賠準菊梓囚

器欺譜協議賠準扮寂朔，賠準菊⑪幣、戻佰（歌孚及 18 匈）。

泌惚賠準菊泣疏，萩賠準謹迅狛陀利，鹿嗟筈式欠蛭吉何周（“賠準”（歌孚 25 匈））。

●賂註賠準菊

賠準菊泣疏扮，塰廬唯峭彜蓑梓和梓囚朔菊賂，賠準扮寂貫遊嶷仟柴扮。

萩賠準朔梓緩梓囚。

●賠準扮寂貫遊嶷仟柴扮

賠準菊賂註扮，塰廬唯峭彜蓑隔偬梓和梓囚（埃 3 昼嶝），

賠準扮寂貫遊嶷仟柴扮。

萩壓戻佰念（菊疏念）賠準頼撹朔序佩。

24 弌扮塰廬梓囚

云孔嬬頁參弌噐詰亀議欠楚序佩銭偬塰廬議庁塀。

●譜協 24 弌扮塰廬

塰廬唯峭彜蓑梓和梓囚朔，譜協葎 24 弌扮塰廬（拡弼菊泣疏）。

譜協扮，塰廬唯峭彜蓑扮（塰廬梓囚“購”朔、柴扮塰廬朔、

契峭梨芝購液决扮柴扮朔）參裏樋欠楚塰廬。

●盾茅 24 弌扮塰廬

塰廬唯峭彜蓑隔偬梓和梓囚（埃 3 昼嶝），24 弌扮塰廬唯峭（拡弼菊賂註）。

孚苧梓囚

● LED 孚苧菊泣疏 / 賂註

梓和梓囚孚苧菊泣疏。耽肝梓和梓囚扮泣疏 / 賂註嶷鹸。

　廣 吭　

菊疏扮寂狛壼賜狛岳扮，萩厚個

賠準扮寂譜協（歌孚及 18, 19 匈）。

决扮梓囚

塰廬彜蓑梓和决扮梓囚，

俳算崛貧肝唯峭扮譜協議柴扮塰廬。

耽肝梓和梓囚扮譜協扮寂脅個延

（歌孚及 19 匈）（㌢哘議拡弼菊描妨）。

●距准荷恬咄楚

塰廬唯峭彜蓑扮隔偬梓和梓囚（埃 3 昼嶝），

荷恬咄楚俳算（㌢哘議拡弼菊泣疏）。

3 ▶ 15 ▶ 30 ▶

▶▶

24
ON

24
OFF
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荷
　
恬

簾嗟冖字賠準扮寂宥狛賠準⑪幣菊戻佰。

泌惚賠準菊泣疏，萩賠準嗟冖蛍宣徒，鹿嗟筈吉何周（歌孚及 25 匈）。

賠準頼穎，萩梓和賠準菊梓囚、賂菊（歌孚及 17 匈）。

＊ 賠準菊⑪幣扮寂兜豚譜協葎【炎彈】，辛歌深“譜協児彈”厚個嚥簾嗟冖字議聞喘撞業㌢憲議譜協。

譜協児彈

耽爺議聞喘扮寂 譜 協 譜協扮寂 泣菊扮寂

1 弌扮恣嘔 【恷玉】 60 弌扮

寄古 60 爺朔泣菊
1.5 弌扮恣嘔 【玉】 90 弌扮

2 弌扮恣嘔 【炎彈】 120 弌扮

3 弌扮恣嘔 【海】 180 弌扮

— 【盾茅】 賠準菊孔嬬盾茅 音泣菊

箭） 梓孚【炎彈】譜協耽爺 1 弌扮恣嘔塰廬渇冖字，埃 120 爺朔賠準菊泣疏。

 ㌫埃 60 爺朔泣疏扮，繍譜協個葎【恷玉】，聞凪壓癖輝扮寂泣疏。

　廣 吭　

 壅譜協朔嶷仟貫遊蝕兵柴麻賠準扮寂。

 簾嗟冖字窮坿峨遊貫峨恙偉渠匆氏写偬柴扮。嶷仟貫遊柴扮扮，萩荷恬賠準菊梓囚賜厚個賠準扮寂譜協。

 塰廬扮寂音根 24 弌扮塰廬。

 塰廬彜蓑（峪孚苧菊疏式 24 弌扮塰廬茅翌）扮， 
宥狛能謁梓囚 / 窮坿峨遊 / 僅窮匂吉俳僅窮坿，柴扮扮寂氏恢伏列餓。

 菊疏扮寂狛壼賜狛岳扮，萩厚個賠準扮寂譜協。

賠準扮寂⑪幣菊

⑪幣扮寂議譜協圭隈

1) 梓和塰廬蝕 / 購梓囚，唯峭廬塰。

＊ 24 弌扮塰廬彜蓑，音喘唯峭塰廬軸辛厚個譜協。

2) 揖扮隔偬梓和（埃 3 昼嶝）廬塰蝕 / 購才賠準菊梓囚 
譜協嶄賠準菊描妨。

3) 梓和欠楚梓囚、厚個譜協。 
耽肝梓和梓囚、譜協脅氏俳算。

譜協 ⑪幣菊

【恷玉】

【玉】

【炎彈】

【海】

【盾茅】

＊ 譜協嶄泌惚銭偬 10 昼嶝隆序佩販採荷恬， 
譜協函㍾、指欺譜協厚個念議彜蓑。

 泌惚厚個譜協萩壅肝嶷仟譜協。

▼

▼

▼

▼
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荷
　
恬塰廬彜蓑嶄譜協柴扮塰廬，隔偬塰廬崛譜協扮寂朔，徭強唯峭塰廬。

譜協 24 弌扮塰廬扮，俳算崛 24 弌扮塰廬。

咀葎勣俺鹿 / 電慧搭眇朔議賑龍隅，萩搭眇朔聞喘。

柴扮扮寂辛僉夲 3 蛍嶝、15 蛍嶝、30 蛍嶝。

云簾嗟冖字壓唯峭荷恬 5 弌扮朔氏徭強唯峭塰恬、購液孚苧。

譜協葎 24 弌扮塰廬扮，俳算崛 24 弌扮塰廬。

壅肝塰廬扮，萩梓和塰廬梓囚。

柴扮塰廬

契峭梨芝購液字悶議柴扮孔嬬

4) 梓和賠準菊梓囚。

 譜協頼撹，賠準扮寂議柴扮蝕兵。

＊ 譜協嶄泌惚梓和塰廬蝕 / 購梓囚，譜協厚個函㍾，指欺圻譜協彜蓑。
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荷
　
恬

葎芦畠軟需，云恢瞳壓塰廬彜蓑嬉蝕屁送医扮塰廬唯峭，旺窟竃“炬炬炬”議少御蕗。

拝泌惚屁送医芦廾彜蓑音屎械扮，茅孚苧梓囚參翌議侭嗤荷恬梓囚瓜迄協。

迄協彜蓑扮塰廬蝕 / 購菊才欠楚菊住紋描妨。

屁送医侃噐嬉蝕彜蓑和…

梓和孚苧梓囚參翌議荷恬梓囚，窟竃“炬炬炬”議少御蕗，决扮⑪幣菊描妨。

音俊鞭荷恬梓囚議峺幣。

＊ 屁送医侃噐嬉蝕彜蓑賜介和彜蓑扮簾嗟冖字音辛塰廬。

徭強塰廬唯峭

塰廬唯峭彜蓑才凪潤更圻尖

屁送医朔極議勧湖匂酌篇屁送医議蝕購彜蓑。參和彜蓑扮簾嗟冖字塰廬唯峭。

嶷仟塰廬

① 屎鳩芦屁送医

萩歌孚 24 匈。

② 嶷仟荷恬光嶽孔嬬

芦廾挫屁送医朔，

萩功象俶勣嶷仟斤光嶽孔嬬序佩荷恬。

　廣 吭　

萩音勣介和屁送医議甘鑓。総翌萩音勣繍凪麿甘鑓式甘來麗悶吉真除勧湖匂。

　廣 吭　

 屁送医芦廾音糧要扮簾嗟冖字音辛塰廬。

 芦廾屁送医朔塰廬嶷仟蝕兵、欠蛭廬強。 
芦廾扮萩廣吭。
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荷
　
恬

簾嗟冖字頁俺鹿 / 電慧搭眇嶄嗟冖議廾崔，何蛍嗟冖氏婀現壓簾嗟冖字貧（嗟中医、屁送医吉）。

嗟婀現議彜蓑和泌惚海豚聞喘，剳晒議嗟氏擬崑与廾中延嵎、与廾用鯛。

勝壼賠準辛酒汽仇肇茅嗟麟，契峭与廾中喪晒。

● 賠準扮寂議児彈寄埃葎 2 倖埖恣嘔。総翌泌惚荷恬何議“賠準菊”泣菊，軸萩賠準。

 ＊“賠準菊”議泣菊扮寂，辛梓孚簾嗟冖字議聞喘撞業序佩厚個譜協（歌孚及 18 ～ 19 匈）。

● 嗟麟婀現冢嶷扮，萩壓賠準菊泣菊念序佩賠準。

購噐賠準扮寂

購噐晩械賠準

● 嗟葎焚担氏婀現？ 
搭眇扮恢伏議嗟冖泌和夕収催侭幣枠送欺屁

送医，隼朔宥狛血篭序秘字悶坪。 
緩扮嗟議聾弌薪腺嚥屁送医式簾嗟冖字議光

何了㌢当、婀現凪貧。

● 匯稀聞喘簾嗟冖字，嗟祥氏婀現，蒙艶頁

弼何了（嗟中医、屁送医）否叟婀現。 

晩械賠準圭隈，繍償嗤嶄來牢脚質議今逐式

価下邸孤，喘凪価蔽。牢昌朔，萩聞喘物下

徙聾価昌參閲窒牢脚質議火藻（歌孚及 25匈）。
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・ 賠準簾嗟冖字念，暦駅貫峨恙貧偉和窮坿峨遊，賜購液僅窮匂。

・ 葎芦畠軟需，賠準嗟冖蛍宣徒吉何周扮，哘兵嶮忌挫〟什返耗。

・ 喩凪哘弌伉，契峭繍邦特欺窮強字、蝕購、俊峨周岻窃議窮賑何周貧。 
萩齢壓窮賑何周貧島備販採窃侏議牢脚卑匣。倦夸氏夛撹絞嬾。

・ 萩齢喘幗泌蓮瞥質岻窃議卑質、廿嗟、砺高頚吉賠準嗟那燕中、擦中医吉，倦夸氏聞宸乂何蛍
払肇高夾賜夛撹肯裁。

・ 萩齢喘啣谷泡岻窃議麗瞳価牢光何周，倦夸氏聞何周鞭鱒。

・ 泌惚音梓孚傍苧慕号協圭隈賠牢，簾嗟冖字嗤軟諮議裡⑫。

喇噐簾嗟冖字載否叟壜麟，咀緩哘将械賠準簾嗟冖字（喩凪頁嗟冖蛍宣徒，哘崛富 2 倖埖賠準匯肝。

斤噐耽爺恂曾禽傾參貧議社優遇冱，哘崛富耽埖賠準匯肝嗟冖蛍宣徒）。 

泌惚簾嗟冖字海扮寂音賠準，繍氏持詔寄楚嗟麟，侘撹載佃肇茅議嗟妛啣翠。

鹿嗟筈、簾嗟冖字膨巓、屁送医泌惚麟半扮，萩耽肝式扮賠牢。（賠牢炎彈：埃 2 倖埖匯肝）

萩梓孚嚥介亢扮㌢郡議化帶斤光倖巣何周序佩芦廾。

略擦廣吭並㍻

■ 隠劍嚥略擦

蛍宣勣賠牢何周

　廣 吭　

 亢和扮屁送医貧嗤辛嬬嗤嗟持贋，萩廣吭嗟嵎砧鯛。

 賠準屁送医扮，廣吭音勣聞屁送医虚諏何、甘鑓芦廾何

式屁送医虚航署奉巣周延侘。

 泌惚延侘，辛嬬擬崑屁送医音嬬壅肝芦廾。

 萩齢亢和屁送医議甘鑓。拝齢真除凪麿甘鑓才甘來悶吉。

亢和屁送医

1) 防強耕協崙強諏迄議 2 侃苔兇欺崙強諏迄辛念朔錆

強議殻業（ ① ）。

2) 喘褒返嚇廖屁送医，不裏㏍貧容儿、梓儿屁送医恣

嘔侃議崙強諏、亢和（ ② ）。

3) 喘褒返嚇廖屁送医、揖扮蛸蛸仇繍凪亢和（ ③ ）。

4) 壓嘔和夕侭幣了崔訟軟屁送医朔極，貫簾嗟冖字虚

桟何亢和（ ④ ）。

＊ 萩匯協揖扮亢和恣嘔 2侃。倦夸氏夛撹署奉巣周延侘。
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亢和鹿嗟筈

1) 喘返匯円嚇廖鹿嗟筈返喧炎崗（  ）除侃何了， 
揖扮㏍附悶匯迦煤性鹿嗟筈耕協医，繍鹿嗟筈念

極貫簾嗟冖字麼悶亢和。

2) 葎音聞鹿嗟筈坪議嗟、邦蛍備鯛，褒返勣鎮挫返

喧炎崗除侃何了，匯円廣吭隠隔邦峠彜蓑匯円㏍

附悶匯迦性強、貫簾嗟冖字麼悶亢和。

＊ 嗟冖蛍宣徒辺鹿議嗟嵎持贋壓鹿嗟筈坪，徽咀聞

喘秤趨音揖持贋楚嗤侭音揖。楚埋富徽旺掲呟械。 
（鹿嗟筈珊醤嗤契峭嗟冖蛍宣徒辺鹿議嗟嵎敬柊孔

嬬。）

　廣 吭　

亢和扮咀鹿嗟筈坪嗤扮持贋嗟嵎，萩廣吭嗟嵎砧鯛。

亢和嗟冖蛍宣徒

匯円梓和嗟冖蛍宣徒嶄刹議介亢梓泥，匯円㏍和繍凪

性竃。

　廣 吭　

萩齢渠鯛嗟冖蛍宣徒參窒聞凪延侘。

（倦夸氏擬崑夐咄式尅強。）

芦廾嗟冖蛍宣徒

鎮挫嗟冖蛍宣徒音勣梓和介亢梓泥，繍凪嘘中議控

菓峨秘窮強字已、㏍貧容儿岷欺油需“瀁琲”蕗。 
芦廾朔，不裏性強匯和嗟冖蛍宣徒鳩範凪音氏用鯛。

　廣 吭　

 萩街久耕協挫嗟冖蛍宣徒。

 芦廾音街久氏擬崑用鯛。

 賠牢扮勣割蛍価茅嗟冖蛍宣徒議窮強字已峨秘何

議邦蛍，聞岻孤夬朔壅芦廾。

 萩齢価茅窮強字已貧現嗤議非錆嗟。

 辛契峭窮強字已伏倨。
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3) 防強崙強諏迄苔兇欺辛念朔錆強議殻業（ ③ ），
聞崙強諏迄錆強崛朔極久何、邸諸苔兇（ ④ ）。

　廣 吭　

萩街久耕協挫鹿嗟筈。

芦廾音街久氏擬崑用鯛。

芦廾鹿嗟筈

喘褒返匯円嚇廖鹿嗟筈、匯円繍凪峨秘朔極議覚

墮署奉巣周（ ① ），㏍貧容儿念極、芦廾（ ② ）。

＊ 繍念極㏍貧峨秘、岷欺鹿嗟筈耕協医窟竃 
“瀁琲”蕗，昔真耕協。

2) 褒返匯円嚇廖屁送医、匯円㏍貧訟軟念極岷欺窟

竃“瀁琲”蕗、繍凪耕協（ ② ）。 
芦廾朔，貧和性強匯和屁送医、鳩範凪音氏用鯛。

芦廾屁送医

1) 繍屁送医朔極議恣嘔航諏何鳩糞虚航壓簾嗟冖字

議虚桟何（ ① ）。

　廣 吭　

葎閲窒咀迄協音怎遇哈窟議耕周用鯛，萩暦駅隠屬屁

送医瓜釈糞耕協。
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鹿嗟筈 
（泌惚嗤嗟麟軸萩賠準。児彈：2 倖埖 1 肝恣嘔）

繍凪償倒壓根嶄來牢脚質議梁邦嶄，円喘燕中悲罷議今逐吉序佩賠牢。

賠茅嗟麟朔，葎閲窒牢脚質議火藻序佩邦牢、徙聾価昌邦蛍朔壅芦廾。

＊ 嗟麟持贋壓鹿嗟筈坪，徽咀聞喘秤趨音揖持贋楚遇音揖。楚埋富旺掲呟械。

　廣 吭　

 萩齢繍鹿嗟筈慧秘牢雷孤夬字。嗤辛嬬咀与弔析晒擬崑与蚊用鯛。
＊ 署奉泡式啣谷泡吉議啣麗氏擬崑賠準燕中皿裁，萩齢聞喘。
＊ 泌惚聞喘珠來牢脚質，嗤辛嬬擬崑燕中延弼。

賠 準

嗟冖蛍宣徒 
（泌惚嗤嗟麟軸萩賠準。児彈：2 倖埖 1 肝恣嘔）

圓枠繍嗟冖蛍宣徒償倒壓邦嶄，喘悲罷議今逐吉冽彭嗟冖蛍宣徒利凛序佩邦牢。

嗟麟冢嶷扮，萩聞喘嶄來牢脚質賠牢。

泌惚利凛饗毘慧販音砿 , 氏擬崑算賑音措、呟蕗 / 尅強窟伏。

　廣 吭　

 賠牢扮勣割蛍価茅嗟冖蛍宣徒議窮強字已峨秘何議邦蛍，

聞岻孤夬朔壅芦廾。

 萩齢価茅窮強字已貧現嗤議非錆嗟。辛契峭窮強字已伏倨。

屁送医

（泌惚嗤嗟麟軸萩賠準。）

喘償倒狛根嶄來牢脚質梁邦議悲罷今逐、罷下吉価茅朔， 

葎閲窒牢脚質議火藻喘物下徙聾価昌。

　廣 吭　

 嗤扮嘘中嗟麟均持冢嶷，緩扮繍屁送医償倒壓根嶄來牢脚質議梁邦嶄， 
嗟麟曳熟否叟用鯛朔壅価茅。

 萩暦駅繍屁送医貫簾嗟冖字麼悶亢和朔壅序佩賠準。倦夸氏擬崑用鯛 / 延侘。

 萩繍亢和議屁送医崔噐峠中序佩賠準。倦夸氏擬崑延侘 / 皿裁。

 聞喘屁送医扮，萩齢芯当、亢和甘鑓。嗤辛嬬擬崑徭強塰廬唯峭孔嬬音垢恬。
＊ 署奉泡式啣谷泡吉議啣麗氏擬崑賠準燕中皿裁，萩齢聞喘。
＊ 泌惚聞喘珠來牢脚質，嗤辛嬬擬崑燕中延弼。

簾嗟冖字、嗟中医

（泌惚嗤嗟麟軸萩賠準。）

喘償倒狛根嶄來牢脚質梁邦議悲罷今逐、罷下吉価茅朔， 

葎閲窒牢脚質議火藻喘物下徙聾価昌。

蒙艶頁簾嗟冖字和極何了嗟麟厚叟娚現，萩徙聾価茅。

　廣 吭　

＊ 署奉泡式啣谷泡吉議啣麗氏擬崑賠準燕中皿裁，萩齢聞喘。

＊ 泌惚聞喘珠來牢脚質，嗤辛嬬擬崑燕中延弼。
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寶僅絞嬾

■ 凪麿佚連

絞嬾⑬℡ 絞嬾圻咀 侃 尖

● 軸聞俊宥窮坿蝕購、

嗟冖蛍宣徒 / 欠蛭 / 孚
苧議窮坿匆音俊宥。

● 嗟冖蛍宣徒 / 欠蛭音

廬強。

1. 塘窮徒議崙強匂崔葎“購”。

2. 窮坿峨遊瓜偉渠。

3. 侃噐迄協彜蓑。

4. 屁送医侃噐蝕尼賜隆芦廾議彜蓑。

1. 繍塘窮徒議崙強匂崔葎“蝕”。

2. 峨秘窮坿峨遊。

3. 盾茅迄協。（歌深及 16 匈）

4. 屎鳩芦廾屁送医。（歌深及 20, 24 匈）

● 孚苧音疏。
1. 侃噐迄協彜蓑。

2. 俊峨周俊乾音措賜俊峨周防蝕。

1. 盾茅迄協。

2. 萩箔俐尖。

● 峺幣菊描妨。

● 梓和荷恬梓泥扮少御

咄祥氏㍊軟。

1. 侃噐迄協彜蓑。

2. 屁送医芦廾音屎鳩。

1. 盾茅迄協。（歌深及 16 匈）

2. 屎鳩芦廾屁送医。（歌深及 20, 24 匈）

● 鹿嗟筈坪音持贋嗟麟。

1. 咀喘嗟搭眇議撞業式賑昨音揖、

嗟麟持贋楚嗤侭音揖。

2. 簾嗟冖字、屁送医吉娚現嗟嵎。

 （茅嗟冖蛍宣徒翌娚現議嗟嵎音持

贋欺鹿嗟筈。）

1. 棋鹿嗟筈坪嗟麟持贋朔壅宜渠。

 （歌深及 23 匈）

2. 泌惚簾嗟冖字、屁送医嗤嗟嵎娚現軸震

価茅。

● 嗤呟械夐咄。

1. 腎賑工公音割蛍。

2. 嗟冖蛍宣徒芦廾音街久。

3. 鹿嗟筈芦廾音街久。

4. 鞭翌何欠薦唹㍊，電冖祇完笥嗤

扮窟竃杏爲杏爲蕗、旺掲呟械。

5. 受堀 / 詰堀塰廬扮，甜櫛貫嗟冖

蛍宣徒窟竃崙強匂議受堀蕗，旺

掲呟械。

6. 簾嗟冖字尼強 / 唯峭扮窮強字甜

櫛窟竃蕗咄，頁陣崙窮強字議廬

強蕗，旺掲呟械。

1. 隠屬賑坿割怎，嬉蝕完薩賜腎賑工公笥。

2. 嶷仟芦廾嗟冖蛍宣徒。（歌深及 23 匈）

3. 嶷仟芦廾鹿嗟筈。（歌深及 24 匈）

● 簾薦音怎。

● 塰佩夐咄狛寄。

1. 嗟冖蛍宣徒厮将壜阻。

2. 腎賑工公音割怎。

3. 瓜腎距才完薩議欠患欺。

4. 電賑砿竃笥瓜饗毘。

1. 賠牢嗟冖蛍宣徒。

2. 嬉蝕完薩、腎賑工公笥，隠屬賑坿割怎。

3. 契峭瓜欠患欺。

4. 萩箔俐尖。

壓萩箔俐尖捲暦岻念，萩壅肝鳩範頁倦嗤參和秤趨。
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俐尖嚥隠俐

5
years

賦萩略俐 :

壓荷恬狛殻嶄泌惚窟伏呟械 , 哘羨軸購渠簾嗟冖字序佩殊臥 :

1) 隠⑫某頁倦匪僅阻？

2) 窮坿峨遊嚥峨恙議銭俊頁倦屎鳩？

飛鳩範音頁貧峰諒籾，萩羨軸偉和窮坿峨遊 , 嚥輝兜杭択云字扮議㈹弁斌選狼。

嚥㈹弁斌選狼扮 , 俶傍苧恢瞳侏催式杭択晩豚。

● 云侏催字唯峭伏恢朔挽辛戻工略俐侭俶來嬬何周議恷詰隠屬豚葎 5 定。

來嬬何周頁峺略隔簾嗟冖字屎械聞喘孔嬬侭駅俶議児云何周。

斤噐㌢揖窃侏辛札算何周議戻工隠屬豚辛壅决海 4 定。

壓斤聞喘音恢伏唹㍊議念戻和，厘断繍梓孚艇議勣箔僉喘宸乂何周序佩略俐。

● 葎戻互簾嗟冖字來嬬 , 嗤辛嬬壓音圓枠宥岑議秤趨和序佩恢瞳何周議厚仟。




